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When I walked through this year’s Audio Video Show Praha I ran into a room where 
RDacoustic represented their speakers and somehow subconsciously I evaluated as 
the best sound of the show. After several conversations with supported hifi I 
discovered that my opinion was just right. I started looking for what is going on. 
Suddenly I realized that I got regularly impressed at the Munich High End 
exhibitions by already established German firm Voxativ, building speakers at the 
same principles as today testing system Evolution, however with the price tag on 
the brink of 90 000 Eur, which transfer the speakers into the category of mere 
dream.  
 
  



Technical part 
I do not want to bore you with technical details, which readers can find on the 
manufacturer’s website. Maybe I could just mention unique sensitivity of the system 
on the edge of 100dB/1W/1m and also there is no holdup in the signal path in the 
form of crossover, which is necessary for the multiband system. Furthermore, 
unique is the transmission line solution in a length of 2.8 m. Not even 
aforementioned system Voxativ offers that.  
 

 
 
Practical Part  
The test was conducted in mid-dampen room with an area 25m2 and the ceiling 
height of 3.1m.  

 



The testing assembly was truly abundant.  
Signal sources - CD player Nagra CDP, OPPO BDP-105D ( Stream Tidal), Tuner Magnum 
Dynalab, Analog representation Nagra IV-S a Nakamichi Dragon. 
Amplifiers - Pass XP 30 (preamp.), Pass X250.8 (stereoblock), NAT Audio Transmitter 
(monoblocks), Nobsound NS-06E 
Speakers for comparision - modificated Quad ESL 2905 (direct), B&W 801D (non direct) 
Speaker cables: KrautWire ORG; Signal cables: KrautWire Passion, Passion Gold LTD Pro; 
Digitální: Pulse Ag, Passion CAT 7; Supply cables: SIX, Integral, Orbit PA IV ... 
Clean power supply Accuphase PS 1200, Switchboard Furutech, SSC pads. 
 
Playing AKA burning inwas done with help Pad Ultimate for about a month. It was 
not an end in itself, though rather unpleasant process. Both options have matured 
like wine. 

 
 
It is good to play with the speakers placement in the listening room – as they are 
very sensitive to this aspect, every decimeter is noticeable. It is not a good idea to 
underlay the speakers with various anti-vibrating mounts. They play the best by 
itself, perhaps a marble pedestal can be beneficial.  
 



 
 
Design 
Appearance of the speakers is very unique. While photos can give us an idea about 
its look, the reality can be different. The indisputable advantage is that the listener 
has the choice of countless color options without any extra charge for both wooden 
parts and damping leather.  
 
Sound 
Finally we are getting to the most important part, which is the very sound of 
RDacousic Evolution Speakers. 
 

 
 



The very first notes of the recordings will immediately draw the listeners into action 
by its phenomenal dynamics. You feel like sitting in the first row at a concert. And it 
is the first line with all the trimmings. It gives you an amazing insight into the 
recording – you know exactly where each musician is standing, instruments have 
real size and most importantly very accurate spatial anchoring including, for 
example, reverberation cymbal realistically depicting the entire recording room. 
After a while you catch yourself as you are tapping into a rhythm and also that 
during testing you have listened to a whole album instead of a short passage. You 
realize that listening to these speakers is somehow addictive, that you were 
supposed to be elsewhere but you are still sitting there and listening to one song 
after another to find out what is the secret – after all there is so much musical 
information previously not noticed. That music is lively you realize while listening 
to solo piano – I haven’t notice such a sound before. After switching to conventional 
multiband system will come sort of doleful sound, lifeless, flat and actually find that 
you are tired of listening - well, after all it is only recorded music. After switching 
back to RDacoustic drums don’t sound as if one is throwing potatoes from sacks but 
a real drums with vigor that you might get scared of the neighboring buildings 
collapse.  
 

 
 
A surprising advantage is that this impression one gets at normal and at a very low 
volume. Even in this case, the drawing remains, nothing is compromised or 
disappears as listeners would expect. 
As a curiosity – for amplificationat one point a vacuum tube headphone amplifier in 
a single ended class A Chinese manufacturing, the aforementioned Nobsound of 
about 1W and to a surprise it performed to the satisfaction and loud enough and 
also very pleasantly.  
Now, let me mention also some pitfalls of Systems Evolution. They are cruel to the 
input signal. Once there is a flaw in the system, it is instantly exposed by the 



speakers. It is nice when drafting assembly in the beginning or to select an 
appropriate cable. However, for some it might be frustrating to unveil the 
weaknesses of their hifi systems. Not that the system is challenging on the stable 
amplifier, it is the opposite. It unmercifully reveals its quality. I confess I myself 
found some flaws. Their analyticity goes so far as to notice details when listening to 
radio such as hum loop of the broadcasting studio.  
 

 
 
The great directionality of the system can be for some difficulties and for some ease 
of a burden. See below the following section Comparing Versions. 
 
Comparing Versions 
The object of the comparison was systems equipped with Fostex  driver and Voxativ 
driver. Each version has its advantages and disadvantages. 



 
 
Fostex offers a rich, full sound with an overall frequency course like if pitched 
deeper. You could say that the sound is warmer. Although parameters don’t tell you, 
Fostex give you the impression of higher sensitivity. It goes well with tube 
amplifiers and is more directional. 
 
The most striking difference between the two speakers is the sound 
heights.Voxativ’s heights are truly perfect (and I have been scared by my colleagues 
about the Doppler effect, etc.) – there is enough of volume, they excel in purity, 
drawing, dynamics and neutrality. They add some kind of “shine” to the music and at 
the same time enhance the spatial depth of the whole transmitted spectrum.In this 
case we can say with certainty that surpasses many multiband systems, which use a 
metal callote and creates a typical “hard” unpleasant coloring that you simply get 
tired of prolonged listening. That is not the case here. Moreover, even when 
listening to archival recordings I listened with amazement what I actually recorded 
to an “ordinary”CC tape. It is a jewel – increasingly it confirms me that it is better no 
spearkerthan a high-pitched driver. And also the fact that we still remember with 
nostalgia our old analog recordings created God knows where. It just needs the right 
reproductive chain.  
 



 
 
Back to the comparison - it can be said that the speaker Voxativ is more versatile as 
regards the amplifier; calmly tolerates transistor version. In case of the bass, it 
appears that these are still deeper, compare to Fostex the middle range is less in 
volume, but they are lighter and immersive. I examined the use of speakers’ 
accessories. In the case of Fostex we can play with centrist phase stabilizers. These 
are either metal or wood of various lengths. After a week of martyrdom I have 
dropped the testing. It brings too many levels of combinations. Perhaps I could 
mention the 4cm high one. It beautifully shows how it shifts the color of man’s voice 
below and enhances its importance, higher middle rangeslightly suppresses, so the 
sound is generally pleasant. However, it seemed to me that this “improvement” 
made its spatial depth slightly lost – so something for something. In the case of 
Voxativ this testing is not necessary, as the part is screwed from manufacturing. If 
removed the sound completely falls apart.  
 
Another addition is a supplement horn extension Oris. This further emphasizes 
directionality systems. Again, it has its pros and cons. One advantage may be 
"filtering out" inappropriate acoustics of the listening space. Then it doesn’t make a 
difference whether you are listing cladding in glass walls, or, conversely, heavily 
damped listening in the library.  Certain disadvantage for some might be the feel to 
only listen from the ideal listening spot, as the sound is no longer as brilliant 
elsewhere. 
 



 
 
Another advantage of Oris500 is even more sensitivity of speakers. Extension Fostex 
was better from both tested speakers. Maybe even in frequency. In the case of 
Voxativ it appears it adds a slight coloring and thus cancels its great neutrality and 
excellent depth. Furthermore, the sound is slightly affected even after removing of 
designer rings around the Voxativ speaker.  
 
If I had to create some kind of conclusion from the comparison of both speakers into 
a sharper and more compromising speaker I would pick Fostex. Who has a good 
quality system or ambition to buy one then Voxatif is the right choice.     
 
Summary 
Speakers RDacoustic Evolution is a typical example of how far might High End 
speakers reach. Its design is unique and certainly cant be mixed up with any mass 
production and thus be a decoration even exceptional interiors. Hand in hand with 
the design corresponds their ability to transmit sound. It brings very real, full and 
specific sound with natural space of the recording evoking the reality of live 
concerts.Their brutal dynamics will attract you enough that there is no turning back. 
There are awards named after Alfred Nobel, who invented dynamite – home hifi 
needs its strength and Evolution is brings it. JaraCimrman advised Marconi to give it 
a try without wires and Evolution tried it without a turnout and the result is 
nirvana. Related to this is another bonus, which is long-term listening that will not 
wear you out. That is one of the important and very practical single way speaker 
solution. We have no choice but to shake my head in disbelief and marvel what 
actually one small paper speaker can achieve when properly placed.  
 



 
 
Conclusion 
It is clear to me that over 250 000 KC for speakers isn’t for many a topic for deeper 
thinking in our country. However, in a light of a multiple rates for a similar German 
product is something to thing about. Additionally, I cannot help the feeling that on 
the bass RDacoustic is better. So then for instance saved money can be invested in a 
better quality, technologically uncompromising tube amplifier, such as above 
mentioned NAT Audio and kill two birds with one stone. I have thought for a long 
time if to make a statement: It is a “best-buy” of a century! And it is available.  
 
Recommended room dimensions:  
SMALL [< 20m2] [ +/- ] | MEDIUM [> 20m2 / < 40m2] [ ✓] | LARGE (> 40m2) [ ✓] 
 
Advantages:  
Specificity 
Dynamic 
Easy and enjoyable long time listening 
 
Disadvantages: 
Long startup playing 
Sensitivity to the placement 


